Coeymans (Roller) Coaster

Start from the South Bethlehem Park off Albany So Road

0.0 R onto So Albany Rd
2.7 L on RT 102 – Old Quarry Rd
4.5 S @ Stop
5.9 R on Payne
7.1 R @ Stop (no signs)
7.4 L on Morehouse
8.0 L @ Stop (no signs)
9.8 R @ Stop – RT 106
10.2 R @ Stop – RT 143
11.0 R on RT 103 – Blodgett Rd

17.3 R @ Stop – RT 396
19.3 L on Willowbrook

Alternate
L @ STOP – RT 396
R on Rowe Rd|
R on Rarick
R Caution downhill hairpin usually sandy
R on RT 102
L @ STOP on RT 396

CONTINUE WITH L on Willowbrook

Mohawk Hudson Cycling Club